
Two Tea Bags 

By Terry Gregory 

Throughout the Second World War, two cotton bags, each about the 
size of a small change purse, sat upon the mantle shelf above the 
fireplace in my parents’ dining room.  A label printed in Dutch, in red 
and blue lettering, was attached to the top of each bag.  Each contained 
about an ounce of tea.   

This in itself is not particularly noteworthy, except for three facts.  
First, this was in England and the English love drinking tea.  Second, 
tea was rationed and these bags represented one person’s tea ration for 
a week.  The reason for my English parents’ remarkable restraint was 
the third fact; what those bags represented to them (and me) through 
the dark days of the early 1940s. 

My oldest brother Norman John Gregory, always called Jack within the 
family, was fifteen years older than me.  He had joined the Royal Air 
Force Volunteer Reserve when he was eighteen in the summer of 1939, 
and was learning to fly when war broke out in September.  He was 
called up immediately, and began training as a pilot.  He was in the first 
intake of the first Initial Training Wing (ITW) at Magdelene College, 
Cambridge.  By mid December he was posted to an Elementary Flying 
Training School (EFTS) at Ansty, near Coventry, where he learned 
navigation, instrument flying, and trained in the single engine Tiger Moth 
biplane.  Jack received his wings in May 1940 and transferred to a 
Service Flying Training School, (SFTS) near Grantham, Lincolnshire, 
where he trained as a bomber pilot on the twin-engine Avro Anson.  
Here he experienced the perils of night flying on primitive instruments 
and the unreliability of the ‘friendly aircraft’ recognition codes 
transmitted to ‘ack-ack’ (anti-aircraft) batteries below.  By the end of August he went to 19 
Operational Training Unit (OTU) at Kinloss in Scotland, for advanced training on twin-engine 
bombers, where he first flew the Armstrong Whitworth Whitley.1 

Jack came home on leave from time to time during this 
period in his grey-blue uniform, sporting his pilot’s wings.  
He was my childhood hero and he always brought a toy 
airplane for me to play with; a Wellington, a Hurricane, a 
Messerschmitt 109, a Dornier 17 and of course his own plane 
a Whitley.  Once he arrived home on a rickety old B.S.A 
motorcycle, which later blew up as he returned to his unit.  
When he came home with a gorgeous blonde on his arm 
in the winter of 1940, my admiration for my brother 
increased significantly. 

Jack joined 10 Squadron operating out of Leeming, 
Yorkshire, on 23rd October 1940 where as a Sergeant 
Pilot he flew the Whitley V on bombing sorties.  This 
aircraft was known by aircrew with a morbid sense of 
humour, as the “Flying Coffin”.  Jack said it was because 
the long linear fuselage was in shape, reminiscent of a 
casket.  With only one forward and one tail gunner to 
defend it, it also had more sinister implications.  Our 
family was aware of the dangers of flying over enemy 
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territory and the dismally short life expectancy of bomber aircrews.  
By the end of the war, 63% of all volunteer fliers in Bomber 
Command had been killed or seriously injured and only 24% came 
home unscathed.2  Crews rarely reached their thirty missions target.  
Jack would often mention someone, whom we knew, who “had 
bought it.”  It was never stressed, but we inwardly mourned the 
loss of another bright young life. 
In the spring of 1941, Jack brought home the two tea bags and 
light-heartedly mentioned an operation that is not often told in 
modern histories of the air war.  Bomber Command dropped 
millions of propaganda leaflets over occupied Europe, which were 
called ‘Nickel raids’.  The code name ‘Nickel’ came from the poetic 
Cockney term “Nickel and Dimes”, rhyming slang for the London 
Times and shortened to ‘Nickel’, meaning any newspaper.  The 
leaflets were like small newspapers, which brought news to the 
French, Belgian, Dutch, German and Italian people about the war 
from outside the Nazi regime.3  Jack quoted what many airmen 
said, that the leaflets supplied Europe with most of their toilet 
paper.  What he left unsaid was that he and his comrades were 
risking life and limb to deliver it.  It was on one of these missions 
that his crew dropped the tea bags over the Netherlands.  The tea 
and the attached message were designed to raise the morale of the 
Dutch, and were unique.  The tea was a gift from the people of the 
Dutch East Indies to the people of Holland and delivered by the 
RAF and RCAF during 1941.  The label showed the crest of Prince 
Bernhard’s family and the message read, (in Dutch) “Holland will 
rise again.  Greetings from free Netherlands Indies.  Keep a good 
heart.”4  In the stressful days ahead these two small bags with the 
colourful labels became a symbolic reminder of my brother and a 

morale booster for our family. 
On the evening of the 28th June 
1941, my parents received the 
dreaded telegram from the Air 
Ministry informing them that “... 
your son has been declared missing 
in action.”  He had been shot down 
the night before. 

For the next three harrowing weeks 
Mum, who usually sang while she 
worked around the house, silently 
fussed more than usual over every 
job.  Dad stoically tended his 
garden after work with his unlit 
pipe tightly clenched in his teeth.  
They carried on with life the best 
way they could.  Each evening they 
listened to the BBC news on the 
radio and to Lord Haw Haw, 
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(William Joyce) on Radio Hamburg because, between the Nazi propaganda, he often listed the 
names of allied servicemen who had been captured. 

Mum would not touch the second telegram when it arrived and Dad opened it with trepidation.  
Their relief upon reading that Jack was a prisoner of war was tempered by the knowledge that his 
fate now rested in enemy hands.  Jack and his crew of four had been shot down on his twenty-first 
mission on the night of 27/28th June 1941 while on a bombing raid over Bremen.  His plane was 
badly damaged by flak, but he landed it safely on the Baltic Sea, with the loss of only one of his 
crew - the rear gunner, who had bailed out prematurely.5 

The next four years passed slowly, especially for Jack.  My two older brothers joined the war effort 
as they came of age and my parents quietly worried about them all during those long years.  Dad 
was on Fire Watch duty at the factory many nights.  When the air raid sirens wailed in the night, 
Mum and I climbed into the steel Morrison shelter in our dining room and listened to the enemy 
aircraft droning overhead and the bomb blasts nearby, waiting for the sirens to signal the ‘all clear’.  
All the while the two tea bags on the mantle shelf remained as a constant reminder of Jack. 

Mum wrote every week and sent Red Cross 
parcels when she could, packed with simple 
necessities such as shoe polish, underwear, 
toothpaste, shoe laces and cigarettes.  Jack 
replied frequently, moving from one prisoner 
of war camp to another.  First Dulag Luft at 
Oberursel, where he learned he had been 
promoted to Flight Sergeant, then Stalagluft 
IXC, Bad Sulza where he spent his 21st 
birthday, and Stalagluft III, Sagan, Poland 
where the Great Escape took place.  Next to 
Stalagluft VI, Heydekrug, Prussia in 1943, 
where he received a “Dear John” letter from 
his gorgeous blonde, then on to Stalag 357 
(XXA), Torun, Poland and finally to Stalagluft 
357 (XIB), Fallingbostel, Germany. 

On 6th April 1945, Jack and his fellow 
“kriegies” were ordered on the “Long March” 
away from Allied lines, north towards the 
Baltic Sea.  One day they were strafed by a 
British Typhoon fighter aircraft, which killed 

many of the POWs, including some of Jack’s friends.6  Along the route, sick and exhausted 
prisoners dropped out and were placed in barns to be picked up later.  Jack finally collapsed on 
23rd April at Lassahn on Schaalsee where, on 2nd May, he was liberated by the British 6th 
Airborne Division.7 

He had the good fortune to be flown back to recuperate at the RAF hospital at Wroughton, just ten 
kilometres from where we lived.  As soon as we heard Jack was so close to home, Dad dusted off 
the car and used some of his meagre petrol ration to take Mum and me to visit him.  It was a 
depressingly grey, drizzly day, as we entered the austere, corrugated metal Nissan hut, lined on both 
sides with hospital beds.  For my parents it was a day filled with sunshine.  Their happiness at 
having him back after the long separation, blinded them at first to his condition, but as they talked, 
they became aware of how frail he was.  Jack was gaunt, weak from pleurisy and malnutrition, and 
his four years imprisonment.  He suffered from claustrophobia and recurring nightmares about 
those years for the rest of his life. 
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He was promoted to Warrant Officer and discharged from hospital two months later.  He would 
not talk about his years in captivity, but at the time promised me he would write everything down 
one day.  The tea bags and their fading labels 
disappeared from my parents’ dining room.  
After he was demobilised in 1946, Jack 
married a local girl, had a family, and became 
a respected teacher in Swindon.  Time passed, 
I immigrated to Canada, and Jack’s promise 
was long forgotten. 

I visited Jack in England in October 1989.  
The first evening he pulled out a ledger in 
which he had neatly hand written his memoirs 
about the war, entitled Old Men Forget...  He 
had obtained his Pilot’s logs from the Air 
Ministry, and kept, unknown to us, a diary as 
a prisoner upon which he based his memories.  
It is a fascinating glimpse into the life of a 
young RAFVR Sergeant Pilot and his time as 
a POW.  I was pleased he had finally written it 
down and, as I could see, so was he.  He died 
five months later. 

I have transcribed his memoirs since, but 
there is no mention of the tea bags or the 
sortie when he dropped them.  But then why 
should he?  To him it was a minor mission, 
long forgotten.   

To my parents and me, those two tea bags meant so much more. 
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